Stay continuously modern with Anytime Upgrade.

Anytime upgrade, the industry’s most flexible controller upgrade program, gives you confidence your workloads are always running on the latest technology.

**Two ways to upgrade**

- **Non-deployment controller upgrade**
  - Upgrade from a non-next-generation to a next-generation controller
  - Supports both next-generation and higher model upgrades

- **Scale-out upgrade**
  - Scale-out controller with ProDeploy Express + if you want full deployment services included.

Anytime Upgrade helps you respond to unforeseen change.

- **Anytime Upgrade even between generations**
- **Flexible pricing options**
- **Deployment services included.**
- **Zero downtime, full deployment on the latest hardware platform? Anytime Upgrade**

**Scenario:**

- **Upgrade to next-generation + higher model upgrade**
  - Anytime Upgrade Select also gives you the option to scale out
  - Existing controller stays while you add a new one

- **Upgrade to next-generation node upgrade**
  - Anytime Upgrade Select program gives you the ability to upgrade from one node to another
  - No renewal required to redeem upgrade.

**Welcome to the PowerStore experience**

Modern storage made simple

- **Continuously modern software**
  - All-inclusive array software
  - Future software enhancements

- **Continuously modern hardware**
  - All-inclusive array hardware

**World class services**

- **Pragmatic support**
  - Expert, on-demand support
- **Support-managed upgrades**
  - Reduces the skill set required for your support staff
- **Deduplication**
  - 4:1 data reduction guarantee
- **End-to-end monitoring and alerts**
  - Clear price
- **Flexible payment solutions**
  - Easy, scalable payment term options

**Model/Suite-based on-demand support**

- **Proactive cloud management**
  - CloudIQ and DataIQ, powered by Dell Technologies cloud management tools
- **Priority access to specialized support engineers (PSEs)**
  - Dedicated support with deep technical understanding that enables faster response times

**Additional offer advantages**

- **3-year satisfaction guarantee**
  - You decide when to redeem your benefit — we handle the rest
- **4:1 data reduction guarantee**
  - Rate applies only to your qualifying purchase
- **CloudIQ**
  - Delivers proactive health monitoring and data lifecycle management services at no additional cost
- **Innovations at no cost**
  - Future software enhancements

**Learn More about PowerStore**

- Contact a Dell Sales Representative